There’s gold in that carpet! One of the primary obstacles
professional cleaners face in selling scheduled cleaning plans to their customers is convincing the customer of their need for regular cleaning. If you could just show them what
you just extracted from their carpet, they would be sold. With the Auto Pump-Out from
Powerplus you can.

Cleaning TV. Imagine being able to offer your customers the opportunity to watch in
real-time the dirt, grime, urine, vomit, etc. you are extracting from their carpet. Simply
connect your Auto Pump-Out unit inline with your vacuum hose and mount it on the
stand (included) outside the door to their home. Invite them to pull up a chair and watch
the show through the Auto Pump-Out’s high-strength transparent lid (you might want to
offer them a bag in case they get naseous while viewing.) No more customers following
you around the house or standing over your shoulder. When you are done, customers
will ask how soon you can come back to clean again and refer you to their neighbors.

Legal Protection. Most cities and counties have ordinances prohibiting the disposal
of waste water directly into the street or storm drain. Many of

How does the Auto Pump-Out work?

these ordinances assign hefty fines (up to $10,000 per violation.)
With the Auto Pump-Out, you can safely and legally dispose of
waste water while dramatically reducing the number of times you
will need to drain and clean your waste tank. Simply connect a
garden hose to the Auto Pump-Out’s filtered water output valve
and insert the end of the hose in the customer’s toilet or washing
machine drain. The filter collects sediment allowing filtered waste
water to be properly and easily disposed of -- without the legal
worries. Improve customer satisfaction, build recurring business
opportunities and protect yourself from legal action with the Auto
Pump-Out from Powerplus.

Explanation: The Auto Pump-Out connects inline with your vacuum hose. The 1,500 gallon per hour pump pulls waste water through the stainless steel filter and pushes it out the
filtered water output valve. The Auto-Pump disposes almost all of the waste water before it
enters the waste tank enabling you to work all day without stopping to drain your tank.

Your One-Stop Source for every professional cleaning need.
For more information or to order your Auto Pump-Out today,
call Powerplus at (714) 635-9264

www . powerplusonline . com

